Made by Lily Witter, Caludon District Youth Commissioner
Due to Due to the virus we are stopping all scouting meetings and activities; instead of
stopping scouting all together, this is a pack that your group can participate in at home to
keep the scouting spirit going, your group can deliver these activities any form you like,
these are activities that will have to be adapted and made their own, during which these will
all mark of badges and will still go toward awards for when we come back to scouting, hope
you all enjoy doing these activities in the best possible way you can, we would like picture
video and diaries to see the wonderful work you guys have done

😁

Below you will find an image of the badges that can be awarded in the Beaver section.
Some of the activities that are in this pack will cover some of the criteria for the badges.
Please stay safe while doing these at home and most importantly have fun

😁

35 Activities that you can do:
1) Tie 4 knots
Reef knot, Figure of 8, tie your shoe lace, butterfly loop

2) Creative badge:
Choose 3 out of the following options :
● Draw a self portrait and an family portrait
● Create a poem
● Create a dance
● Build something out of lego or building blocks
● Create a superhero and explain the superpowers then create a storyboard
with your superhero
● Make something from clay or plasticine
● Puppet show
● Make a card for a special occasion

3) Communicator badge:
Chose three out of the following:
● Learn to make a phone call
● Spell your name in morse code
● Learn the phonetic alphabet

●
●

Learn how to send an email to your beaver leader
Learn the home or parents phone number

4) cook :
Choose 2 out if the following and make a poster to show this information :
● Find out about a healthy diet
● Find out about being clean in the kitchen
● Learn about being safe in the kitchen
● Prepare and cook the dish( WITH ADULT SUPERVISION )

5) Disability awareness:
● Learn some sign language
● Find a celebrity with a disability and make a poster
● Think about How could you make the scout hut safer for someone with a disability

6) Explore :
Talk about what you would like to explore and create a booklet with the following:
● Where you would explore
● What would you find
● What would you do

7) Gardener:
● Look at birds and record what you find
● Talk about plats of your choice: what they need to grow, how they grow
● If possible grow your own

8) Faith:
● Write your own prayer
● Create a story based on the faith of your choice, try and link it in with the beaver
scout promise

9) Global issues:
● Recycle where is possible
● Talk about fair trade
● Create a zoo of endangered animals
● Talk about a global issue

10) Safety :
● Talk about personal safety
● Stranger danger
● Green cross code
● Any other safety you wish to discuss

11) Emergency aid : practice on a teddy/ doll/ grown up
● Learn the basics such as :
● What to say when you call 999
● Help someone who is bleeding
● Help someone is unconscious
● Who has a burn
● And Asthma attack

11) Personal challenge :
Complete your personal challenge and i you complete it think of something else to do

12) Build a den out of blankets and cushions:
Make it look like you are camping and of course invite teddy

13) Use a camera and take some photos
Make a college with the photos (Electronically or paper )
Get as creative as you like

14) Have a quiz 20 questions:
Guess the Animals, guess the object and you can only answer with yes and no

15) Research about a Beaver group in another country and explain the similarities and
differences between theirs and the UK

16) Colour the picture below, and the Best picture will gain points for their groups

17) Host a teddy bear tea party :
● Create the invitations
● Sit down and have the party

18) Create a chart with all your chores
Days of the
week

Chore 1 :

Chore 2:

Chore 3:

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

20 ) Hop on one foot and time yourself the highest time gains points

21) find an item of the household for every letter of the alphabet

Chore 5 :

22) Try 10 different food which you don't normally eat and write what you like and
don't like about the food
23) complete the word search :

24) find a small box ( match box size ) see how much you can fit in it

25) complete this colouring picture

26) create a statue out of lego or building blocks see how tall you can get it

27) play a song on an instrument or a sing a song

28) Do your best to show us that you are keeping your promise

29) Find a new hobby or something to collect

30) Be helpful around the house

31) Create a small story about anything you would like it to be about

32) complete the word search on the next page

33) create a treasure map and then read it to find the treasure

34) design a new beaver badge, and name it, explain all skills and requirements for the

badge
35) A
 nimal care badge:
● Learn to care for an animal
● Look at animal and write as many facts as you can down
● Explain what the animal eats and where it lives

●

